
ACTIVE COILED TUBING SERVICES 

Respond Instantly To Downhole Events…Each And Every Time. 
 

Boost production of your reservoir treatment process. Monitor jobs downhole as they happen. Gain 
matchless quantitative feedback. Receive live insight direct from the wellbore.  

ENJOY REAL-TIME RESERVOIR PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT 
 

Imagine getting an accurate picture of what’s happening downhole each time a treatment occurs.  The 
facts you need to cross-reference observations using surface and petrophysical data are suddenly always 
accessible.  
 
And as events unfold downhole over time, you build a reputation for responding to any and all issues as 
they occur…increasing the number of positive outcomes over past totals.  
 
It’s now possible. 
 
Schlumberger ACTive Coiled Tubing Services enable intervention during downhole treatments as they are 
in-progress.  With Schlumberger ACTive Coiled Tubing Services, your organization can: 
 

 Achieve improved treatment production using real-time optimized data 
 Realize cost reductions with the ability to intervene with one run 
 Accomplish quicker chemical entry times into the hole without gravity reliance 

HERE’S WHY YOU CAN CONSISTENTLY RECEIVE SIGNIFICANT INCREASES IN 
RESERVOIR PRODUCTIVITY 

 

Schlumberger’s ACTive Coiled Tubing Services dramatically improve production of your reservoirs using: 

 Active Matrix - Monitors injection rates, downhole pressure, and temperature to allow maximum 
fluid penetration and diversion while optimizing treatment volumes. 

  
 Active Cleanout - Provides differential pressure readings to avoid formation damage. Reduces the 

number of trips, total operating time, and penetration rate into the fill. 
  
 Active Perforating - Achieves accurate depth control in a single run and ensures target coverage 

while controlling hydrostatic balance to avoid formation damage. 
  
 Active Isolation - Attains accurate depth setting, sealing elements operation, and fluid placement 

intended for performing temporary or permanent coiled tubing zonal isolation in a single run. 
  
 Active Lift – Operations - Improves coiled tubing nitrogen lift operation time and fluid efficiency by 

continuously monitoring wellbore pressure while avoiding solids production. 
  
 Active Profiling - Enhances all ACTive services with downhole tubing profiling to provide a 3D 

temperature profile of the entire wellbore for monitoring treatment fluid placement. 

GET STARTED NOW 
To learn more about the ACTive Family of Live Downhole Coiled Tubing Services, email Schlumberger 
today! 


